STYLE SHEET
For the papers in English for the Nirgrantha
Transliteration Conventions
For the papers written in English, words from Sanskrit, Ardhamågadh∂ other Prakrits including
the Apabhra≈‹a, etc., will be diacriticised if rendered in Roman script. (Quotations can also
be in the Någar∂ script). [Here we suggest those for the Sanskrit (classical), the Prakrit, the
Apabhra≈‹a, and the Dravidic languages. For other languages, namely, Arabic, Persian
and the modem European languages, the current international conventions for
transliteration for their rendering may be followed.]

Diacritical Marks
Vowels
vk
å
bZ
∂
Å
u
µ
,] vs µe (long)
vks
µo (N.B. long µe and µo are for the
particular syllables in Dravidic
languages.)
_
æ and not æi; (long _] which rarely
figures, may be rendered as ¿)

}

Nasals
Anusvåra
¼.½
≈ and not √

anunåsikas
³~
´~
.k~

ƒ
¤
ƒ (or ƒa as the case many be)

Hard aspirate
Visarga
¼%½
¨
Consonants
Palatals
p
ca and not cha
N
cha and not chha

Linguals
V
B

¢a
¢ha

M
<

Œa
Œha and not ¸ha

Sibilants
’k
“k
l

‹a
¶a
sa

Unclassified
G
{k
K
y`‘

¸a
k¶a and not ksha
j¤a and not dj¤a
læ and not læi
General Examples
k¶amå and not kshamå j¤åna and not
dj¤åna, Kæ¶ƒa not KæIshƒa, sucåru
chatra and not suchåru chhatra etc.
etc., ga£dha and not ga£lha or garha,
(except in Hindi)

Dravidic (conjuncts and specific)
character
¸
l£
n£
r£
Examples
Ila∆-Gautaman, Cµo£la (and not
Chola), Munnuææuvama∆galam,
Måraƒ etc.

Miscellaneous
Where the second vowel in juxtaposition is
clearly pronounced:
e.g. jåƒa∂ and not jåƒai
Seµuƒa and not Seuƒa
Also, for English words showing similar or
parallel situations:
e.g. Pr‡minence and not preeminence or
pre-eminence
coöperation and not cooperation or
co-operation
For the Simhalese, excepting where the
words are in Sanskrit, the conventions of
rendering Simhalese in Roman are to be
followed:
e.g. dägaba and not dagaba
veve or véve and not vev
Quotations from old Indian sources
involving long passages, complete verses
etc., should be rendered in Någari script.
(The western writers, however, may render
these in Roman script if they wish; these
will be re-rendered in Någar∂ if necessary,
by the editors.) Sanskrit quotations
rendered in Roman are to be transliterated
with sandhiviccheda (disjoining), following
the conventions of the Epigraphia Indica,
but the signs for laghu-guru of the syllables

in a meter(when the citation is in verse)
are not to be used.
Place Names
These are to be diacriticised, excepting the
anglicised modern:
Examples: Mathurå, Kau‹åmb∂, Valabh∂,
Kå¤c∂, Uraiyµur, Ti¸evalli etc., but
Allahabad (not Allåhåbåd), Calcutta (not
Calca¢¢å), Madras (and not Madråsa).
Annotations
There will not be footnotes; but
annotations (or notes and references),
serially arranged, will appear en masse at the
end of the text in each article.
References to published works
Those pertaining to articles, books etc.,
appearing in the main body of the text, or
annotations, or otherwise:
Title of Book, Authorís name (beginning with
his initials) title, edition (if any) used, the
name of the series (if it appears within it):
next the place of publication along with
year of publication, but without a comma
in between; finally the page (or pages) from
where the citation is taken or to which a
reference is made.

